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This paper proposes a statistical framework to develop user-adapted spoken dialog systems. The proposed framework integrates two main models. The ﬁrst model is used to predict the user’s intention
during the dialog. The second model uses this prediction and the history of dialog up to the current
moment to predict the next system response. This prediction is performed with an ensemble-based
classiﬁer trained for each of the tasks considered, so that a better selection of the next system can be
attained weighting the outputs of these specialized classiﬁers. The codiﬁcation of the information and
the deﬁnition of data structures to store the data supplied by the user throughout the dialog makes the
estimation of the models from the training data and practical domains manageable. We describe our
proposal and its application and detailed evaluation in a practical spoken dialog system.
Keywords: Spoken Dialog Systems; Dialog Management; User Models; Classiﬁer Systems; Artiﬁcial Neural Networks; Clustering; Spoken Human-Machine Interaction.
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ronments,72 Ambient Assisted Living systems,8 or
embodied dialog systems and companions.39
The described systems are usually designed adhoc for their speciﬁc domain using rule-based dialog
models and standards in which developers must specify the steps to be followed by the system. This way,
the adaptation of the hand-crafted designed systems
to consider speciﬁc users requirements or deal with
new tasks is a time-consuming process that implies a
considerable eﬀort, with the ever-increasing problem
of dialog complexity.92, 80
In addition, although much work emphasizes the
importance of taking into account user’s models not
only to solve the tasks presented to the dialog system
by the user, but also to enhance the system performance in the communication task, this information
is not usually considered when designing the dialog
model for the system.95, 50 For this reason, in most dialog applications, the dialog speciﬁcation is the same
for all cases: users typically have no control over the

Introduction

Spoken dialog systems are computer programs that
receive speech as input and generate as output synthesized speech, engaging the user in a dialog that
aims to be similar to that between humans.59, 78, 67, 81
Thus, these interfaces make technologies more usable, as they ease interaction with devices such as
smartphones and tablets,69 allow integration in different environments,34 facilitate the interaction with
diﬀerent systems86 and make technologies more accessible, especially for disabled people.107, 20
The performance of spoken language dialog systems has improved over time, extending the initial
application domains to complex information retrieval
and question answering applications,71 surveys applications,100 e-commerce systems,105 recommendations systems,85 e-learning and tutoring systems,54
in-car systems,38 spoken dialog within vehicles,73 remote control of devices and robots in smart envi-
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content or presentation of the service provided.
Incorporating intelligence into a spoken language based communication system requires, among
other things, careful user modeling in conjunction
with an eﬀective dialog management. With the aim
of creating dynamic and adapted dialogs, the application of statistical approaches to user modeling and
dialog management makes it possible to consider a
wider space of dialog strategies in comparison to engineered rules.119, 29
The selection of a speciﬁc system action depends
on multiple factors, such as the output of the speech
recognizer (e.g., measures that deﬁne the reliability
of the recognized information), the dialog interaction and previous dialog history (e.g., the number
of repairs carried out so far), the application domain (e.g., guidelines for customer service), knowledge about the users, and the responses and status
of external back-ends, devices, and data repositories.
Given that the actions of the system directly impact
users, the design of an appropriate dialog management strategy is at the core of dialog system engineering.
As an attempt to reduce the time and eﬀort
required for system implementation and carry out
rapid system prototyping, statistical approaches for
dialog modeling and management are gaining increasing interest.65, 24 These approaches enable automatic learning of dialog strategies, thus avoiding
the time-consuming process that hand-crafted dialog design involves. Statistical models can be trained
from real dialogs, modeling the variability in user behaviors. Although the construction and parameterization of these models depend on expert knowledge
about the task to be carried out by the dialog system, the ﬁnal objective is to develop systems that are
more robust for real-world conditions, and that are
easier to adapt to diﬀerent users and tasks.70, 113, 119
In this paper we describe a framework to develop
user-adapted spoken dialog systems. Our proposal
is based on the deﬁnition of a statistical methodology for user modeling that estimates the user intention during the dialog. The term user intention expresses the information that the user has to convey to
the system to achieve their goals, such as extracting
some particular information from the system. It is
a very useful and compact representation of humancomputer interaction that speciﬁes the next steps to
be carried out by the user as a counterpart in the

human-machine conversation.
This prediction, carried out for each user turn
in the dialog, makes it possible to adapt the system dynamically to the user’s needs. To do this, a
statistical dialog model based on neural networks is
generated taking into account the predicted user’s
intention and the history of the dialog up to the
current moment. The next system response is selected by means of this model. The codiﬁcation of
the information and the deﬁnition of a data structure which takes into account the data supplied by
the user throughout the dialog makes the estimation
of the dialog model from the training data and practical domains manageable.
The current paper presents the following important contributions. One of the main ideas of our proposal is that the dialog system and the user model
interact simultaneously, not oﬄine as in our previous
works,29, 30 so that the user model is employed in real
time by the dialog manager to decide the best answer
dynamically and not in a posteriori laboratory evaluations. In addition, the technology used to build the
proposed user model does not replicate that of the
dialog manager. This avoids the dialogs generated to
be biased.
The novel user model incorporates numerous information sources to decide the next user action,
and integrate and orchestrate these heterogeneous
sources and use them signiﬁcantly to make decisions.
To optimize these computations it is very important
to estimate the task underlying the current dialog.
Determining the task is one of the main innovations
of the paper as it is not only used for the user simulator, but also for the practical implementation of
the dialog system. Another important contribution
is that such implementation is performed with an
ensemble-based classiﬁer trained for each of the tasks
considered, so that a better selection of the next system can be attained weighting the outputs of these
specialized classiﬁers.
All these decisions have been carefully designed
so that the proposal can be portable across domains
and applied to systems with varying complexity. In
particular, the current paper shows the application of
our proposal to the Let’s Go task.94, 32 This provides
the beneﬁt of showing an application of our scientiﬁc proposals in a task designed for a real system
that provides a real service to real users. Additionally, Let’s Go is a reference within the dialog systems
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community, which makes our proposal easily veriﬁable and comparable to other approaches.
Finally, the detailed evaluation showed in the
paper covers the speciﬁc assessment of the user
model and the overall evaluation of the proposal. For
example, it applies clustering techniques to evaluate
the user model and verify the realism of the simulated behaviors, and computes the relevancy of the
features that deﬁne such clusters. Furthermore, the
overall evaluation of the proposal does not only employ measures to compare the answers provided by
the manager oﬄine, but also incorporates an evaluation with real users.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the motivation of
our proposal and review main approaches focused
on key aspects related to it, such as user modeling
techniques when interacting with dialog systems and
the application of statistical methodologies for dialog management. Section 3 presents in detail our
proposal to develop adaptive dialog systems. Section
4 describes the application of our proposal in the
CMU Let’s Go spoken dialog system, a system that
has been used during the last years by the dialog
systems community as a common ground for comparison and veriﬁable assessment of the improvements
achieved. Section 5 presents the results of the evaluation of our proposal for this practical system. Finally,
Section 6 presents the conclusions and suggests some
future work guidelines.
2.

Related work

The design and development of a comprehensive
adaptive spoken dialog system can be conceptually
composed of two interconnected components; the
user modeling, and the corresponding adaptation
that in our proposal is implemented on the dialog
manager.
Research in techniques for user modeling has a
long history within the ﬁelds of language processing and dialog systems. A thorough literature review
on the application of how data mining techniques
to user modeling for system personalization can be
found in [21, 90]. It is possible to classify the diﬀerent
approaches with regard to the level of abstraction at
which they model dialog. This can be at either the
acoustic level, the word level or the intention-level.
The latter is a particularly useful representation of
human-computer interaction.90

3

In recent years, simulation on the intentionlevel has been most popular.90 This approach has
been adopted for user simulation by most research
groups.120, 47 Modeling interaction on the intentionlevel avoids reproducing the enormous variety of human language on the level of speech signals or word
sequences.90
Georgila et al. propose the use of Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs), deﬁning a more detailed description of the states and considering an extended representation of the history of the dialog.26 Dialog is
viewed as a sequence of Information States,93 each
of which is represented as a large feature vector describing the current state of the dialog, the previous dialog history, and any ongoing actions. Dethlefs
and Cuayáhuitl deﬁne a HMMs-based dialog simulation technique in which both the user and system
behaviors are simulated.19 Instead of training only a
generic HMM model to simulate any type of dialog,
a submodel is trained for each one of the objectives.
Jung et al. describe a data-driven user intention
simulation method that integrates diverse user discourse knowledge (cooperative, corrective, and selfdirecting).46 User intention is modeled based on logistic regression and the Markov logic framework. Higashinaka et al. also propose incorporating discourse
features for a more accurate conﬁdence scoring of
intention recognition results in slot-based dialog systems.36 To do this, both acoustic and language model
features extracted from the words uttered by the user
are considered to estimate the conﬁdence scoring of
the intention recognition results.
Seon et al. propose a statistical prediction model
of the user’s intentions using morpheme-level features, discourse-level features, and domain-level features as inputs to a statistical model based on the
Maximum Entropy Model (MEM).96 This model allows integrating information from many heterogeneous sources. Each feature corresponds to a constraint and the model employed is the one with maximum entropy that satisﬁes the constraints. Winterboer et al. propose a user-model based summarize
and reﬁne approach that improves task success, eﬃciency, and user satisfaction with dialog systems.115
Recently, Wang and Swegles propose a technique that employs knowledge about the user’s activity to disambiguate their spoken inputs.108 A Reinforcement Learning algorithm is proposed to acquire
the knowledge and apply it for disambiguation. The
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interpreted user utterance is then transmitted to the
dialog manager to select the next system response.
Schatzmann et al. propose a technique for user
simulation based on explicit representations of the
user goal and the user agenda.89 This model formalizes human-machine dialogs at a semantic level as
a sequence of states and dialog acts for which the
user has a predeﬁned plan (agenda) that may vary
during the conversation. The user agenda is a stacklike structure containing the pending user dialog acts
that are needed to elicit the information speciﬁed in a
dialog goal. As the dialog progresses the agenda and
goal are dynamically updated and the dialog acts are
selected from the top of the agenda to form user acts.
As will be described in Section 3.1, our user
intention simulation technique considers speciﬁc
user interactions by incorporating several knowledge
sources, combining statistical and heuristic information to enhance the dialog model. Some of its main
advantages are the simple integration with the dialog
manager and the possibility to use simulated dialogs
for cost-eﬀective development.
Once a user model has been generated, it is required to deﬁne how to use it to adapt the dialog
system. A comprehensive study of dialog management methodologies and architectures is presented in
[4, 109, 58]. Statistical models for dialog management
can be trained with corpora of human-computer dialogs with the main objective of explicitly modeling
the variance in user behavior that can be diﬃcult
to address by means of hand-written rules.90 Additionally, if it is necessary to satisfy certain deterministic behaviors, it is possible to extend the strategy
learned from the training corpus with handcrafted
rules that include expert knowledge or speciﬁcations
about the task.101, 57, 104, 120
The goal is to build systems that exhibit more
robust performance, improved portability, better
scalability and easier adaptation to other tasks. However, model construction and parameterization is dependent on expert knowledge, and the success of statistical approaches is dependent on the quality and
coverage of the models and data used for training.90
Moreover, the training data must be correctly labeled
for the learning process. The size of currently available annotated dialog corpora is usually too small to
suﬃciently explore the vast space of possible dialog
states and strategies. Collecting a corpus with real
users and annotating it requires considerable time

and eﬀort.
To address these problems, researchers have proposed alternative techniques that facilitate the acquisition and labeling of corpora, such as Wizard of
Oz,12 bootstrapping,23 active learning,114 automatic
dialog act classiﬁcation and labeling,77 and user simulation.90
Another relevant problem is how to deal with
unseen situations, that is, situations that may occur
during the dialog and that were not considered during training. To address this point it is necessary to
employ generalizable models in order to obtain appropriate system responses that enable to continue
with the dialog in a satisfactory way.
Another diﬃculty is in the design of a good dialog strategy, which in many cases is far from being
trivial. In fact, there is no clear deﬁnition of what
constitutes a good dialog strategy.60 Users are diverse, which makes it diﬃcult to foresee which form
of system behavior will lead to quick and successful
dialog completion, and speech recognition errors may
introduce uncertainty about their intention.
The most widespread methodology for machinelearning of dialog strategies consists of modeling human-computer interaction as an optimization
problem using Markov Decision Processes (MDP)
and reinforcement methods.47 The main drawback
of this approach is that the large state space of
practical domains makes its direct representation intractable.121 Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs)
outperform MDP-based dialog strategies since they
provide an explicit representation of uncertainty.17
However, they are also limited to small-scale problems, since the state space would be huge and exact
POMDP optimization is again intractable.121
Other authors have combined conventional dialog managers with a fully-observable Markov decision
process,33 or proposed the use of multiple POMDPs
and selecting actions using hand-crafted rules.111
The robustness of the POMDP can also been combined with conventional approaches.112 Bayesian reinforcement learning frameworks for learning the
POMDP parameters have been also recently proposed.63 Other interesting approaches for statistical dialog management and user modeling are
based on Hidden Markov Models,18 stochastic FiniteState Transducers,82 Least-Squares Policy Iteration,62 evolving classiﬁers,44, 43 or Bayesian Networks.79
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The use of evolutionary and neural-fuzzy techniques in enhancing the dialog in human-computer
interaction systems is currently a very important
approach in Natural Language Processing.1, 13, 88, 52
Zuckerman et al. have recently presented a numerical
mechanism for the interpretation of spoken referring
expressions. Their proposal considers multiple alternatives at diﬀerent interpretation stages (speech,
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics) and combines
distance-based functions that represent lexical similarity using two approaches, viz multiplicative and
additive.125 A framework for audio-assisted dialog
detection based on indicator functions and neural
networks is described in.55 Several types of artiﬁcial neural networks, including multilayer perceptrons (MLPs),3, 40, 41, 42 voted perceptrons, radial basis function networks,2, 48, 49, 27 support vector machines,14, 124 and particle swarm optimization-based
MLPs74, 116, 11, 97, 123 are tested.
Montero and Araki describes a genetic algorithm (GA)-like transfer approach to automatically
generate and evaluate dialog sentences.75 The evaluation showed an 80% user understandability of the
sentences generated by the system. Yahya et al.
presents a model for the automatic recognition of
dialog acts.117 The proposed model employs a dynamic Bayesian network for which the dynamic random variables are constituted from sets of lexical
cues selected automatically by means of a variable
length genetic algorithm. Giacobello et al. have recently proposed a formal methodology based on a genetic algorithm for tuning the parameters of a singlemicrophone speech enhancement system for handsfree devices.28 The proposal greatly improves the
enhanced speech quality and also speeds up development and deployment time.
Chen et al. presents a dynamic gesture recognition method for multimodal systems based on the
combination of the fuzzy features of the dynamic gesture track changes and the fuzzy neural network inference system.15 The results of its evaluation show
that the proposed method is more applicable to real
gesture-controlled human-computer interactive environments. Several works have also recently proposed
the use of this kind of algorithms for enhancing dialog
systems with emotion recognition and eye-tracking
capabilities.31, 99
Recent developments in speech research have
shown promising results using deep learning.61, 37
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Henderson et al. presents a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) approach for dialog state tracking.35 The results of its practical application show improvements
in using deep networks over networks with fewer hidden layers.
Our methodology for dialog management (Section 3.2) is based on the estimation of a statistical
model from the user’s intention prediction provided
by the user’s model and sequences of the system and
user dialog acts obtained from a corpus of training
data. This way, the next system response is selected
by means of a classiﬁcation process that considers the
complete history of the dialog and the user model,
which is one of the main advantages regarding the
previously described statistical methodologies for dialog management. Another beneﬁt is the inclusion of
a data structure that eﬃciently stores the complete
information related to the task provided by the user
during the dialog history. The main objective of this
structure is to easily encode the complete information related to the task provided by the user during
the dialog history, then considering the speciﬁc semantics of the task and including this information in
the proposed classiﬁcation process.
Over the last two decades, the machine learning and related communities have conducted numerous studies to improve the performance of a single
classiﬁer by combining several classiﬁers generated
from one or more learning algorithms.122, 51, 118, 68
An ensemble of classiﬁers is a set of classiﬁers
whose individual decisions are combined to obtain
a system that aims to outperform all of its members.7, 25 Therefore, classiﬁer ensembles are built in
two phases: generation and combination.1, 98 In the
generation phase, the individual components of the
ensemble, known as base classiﬁers, are generated.
In the combination phase, the decisions made by the
members of the ensemble are combined to obtain one
decision.16, 45
In our proposed framework we combine a set of
classiﬁers to ﬁrstly predict the user’s intention (user
dialog act and current subtask of the dialog), and
then take this information into account to select the
next system response. This way, an initial classiﬁer
is used for the prediction of the user’s intention. The
estimated user dialog act is used to update an input register that contains the complete list of features provided by the SLU module through the dialog history until the current moment. The predicted
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subtask of the dialog is used to ponder the outputs
provided for this input register by a set a classiﬁers,
which are specialized in each one of the subtasks in
the dialog. The outputs of these classiﬁers can be
seen as the probabilities of selecting each one of the
possible system responses.
The classiﬁcation function can be deﬁned in several ways. We have evaluated seven diﬀerent deﬁnitions of this function in previous works: a multinomial naive Bayes classiﬁer, an n-gram based classiﬁer, a decision tree classiﬁer, a support vector machine classiﬁer, a classiﬁer based on grammatical inference techniques, Fuzzy-rule-based (FRB) classiﬁers, and a classiﬁer based on artiﬁcial neural networks.29, 30 The best results were obtained using multilayer perceptrons (MLP).5, 87
The proposed techniques for the prediction of
the user’s intention and the selection of the next response of the system consists thus of two phases.
First, the user and dialog models are trained on a
dialog corpus to learn the set of parameters for the
corresponding classiﬁers. A form of supervised learning, i.e. “learning by example” is commonly used for
this step.90 In the second phase the trained models
are used to interact with real users and automatically
predict the system actions also considering the output of the user model. After each dialog, the learning
system can be also automatically based on the feedback given by the dialog. A Reinforcement-Learning
process can be also used by means of the interaction
of an initial version of the user and dialog models.
This technique allows any number of training dialogs
to be generated and it also enables dialog strategies
that are not present in the initial corpus of humancomputer dialogs to be explored.90
3.

Proposed framework to develop
user-adapted spoken dialog systems

Figure 1 shows the architecture that integrates our
proposed framework to generate adaptive spoken dialog systems. To successfully manage the interaction
with the users, spoken dialog systems usually carry
out ﬁve main tasks: automatic speech recognition
(ASR), spoken language understanding (SLU), dialog management (DM), natural language generation
(NLG) and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS). The goal
of the ASR module is to obtain the sequence of words
uttered by a speaker. It is a very complex task, as
there can be a great deal of variation in the input

the recognizer must analyze (e.g., linguistics of the
utterance, inter and intra speaker variation, interaction context, and the communication channel). The
goal of the SLU module is to obtain the semantics
from the recognized sentence. This process generally
requires morphological, lexical, syntactical, semantic, discourse and pragmatical knowledge.
The DM decides the next action of the system,
interpreting the incoming semantic representation of
the user input in the context of the dialog. In addition, it resolves ellipsis and anaphora, evaluates the
relevance and completeness of user requests, identiﬁes and recovers from recognition and understanding errors, retrieves information from data repositories, and decides about the next system’s response.
Natural language generation is the process of obtaining sentences in natural language from the nonlinguistic, internal representation of information handled by the dialog system. Finally, the TTS module
transforms the generated sentences into synthesized
speech.
In our proposal, a User Modeling module (Section 3.1) is incorporated to consider the previous dialog interactions to predict the user intention, deﬁned
as the current dialog subtask and the next user action, which we represent by one or more dialog acts
as described in the previous section (i.e., the same
standard representation deﬁned for the output provided by the SLU module in the dialog system).
The Dialog Manager (Section 3.2) takes as input this prediction, the current user utterance, and
the sequence of user and system dialog acts until the
current moment. Using this information it selects the
next system action (next system dialog act) by means
of a classiﬁcation process, in which classiﬁers adapted
to each speciﬁc subtask are used.
3.1.

User Modeling

Our proposed technique for user modeling simulates
the user intention providing the next user dialog act
in the same representation deﬁned for the spoken language understanding module. We represent dialogs
as a sequence of pairs (Ai , Ui ), where Ai is the output of the system (the system response or turn) at
time i, and Ui is the semantic representation of the
user turn (the result of the understanding process of
the user input) at time i; both expressed in terms
of dialog acts.29 This way, each dialog is represented
by:
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Fig. 1.
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Architecture to develop adaptive spoken dialog systems

(A1 , U1 ), · · · , (Ai , Ui ), · · · , (An , Un )
where A1 is the greeting turn of the system (e.g. Welcome to Let’s Go system. How can I help you?), and
Un is the last user turn (i.e., semantic representation
of the last user utterance provided by the SLU module in terms of dialog acts). We refer to a pair (Ai , Ui )
as Si , the state of the dialog sequence at time i.
The lexical, syntactic and semantic information
associated to the speaker u’s ith turn (Ui ) is denoted
as cui . This information is usually represented by:
• the words uttered;
• part of speech tags, also called word classes
or lexical categories. Common linguistic categories include noun, adjective, and verb,
among others;
• predicate-argument structures, used by SLU
modules in various contexts to represent relations within a sentence structure. They are
usually represented as triples (subject-verbobject).
• named entities: sequences of words that refer to a unique identiﬁer. This identiﬁer
may be a proper name (e.g., organization,
person or location names), a time identiﬁer (e.g., dates, time expressions or dura-

tions), or quantities and numerical expressions (e.g., monetary values, percentages or
phone numbers).
Our model is based on the one proposed in [6].
In this model, each user turn is modeled as a user
action deﬁned by a subtask to which the turn contributes, the dialog act of the turn, and its named
entities. For example, for the Let’s Go system, a subtask may be to provide the information necessary to
perform a timetable query, the turn may be to provide the origin address, and the dialog act may be
Provide-Street, being Queen Avenue the named entity involved.
For speaker u, DAui denotes the dialog act in
the ith turn, and STiu denotes the subtask label to
which the ith turn contributes. The interpretation
process is modeled in two stages. In the ﬁrst stage,
the dialog act of the clause is determined from the
information about the user’s turn and the previous
dialog context, which is modeled by means of the k
previous utterances. This process is shown in Eq.(1).
i−k i−k
DAui = argmax P (du |cui , ST i−k
i−1 , DAi−1 , ci−1 ) (1)
du ∈D

where cui represents the lexical, syntactic, and
semantic information (e.g., words, part of speech
tags, predicate-argument structures, and named enti-
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ties) associated with speaker u’s ith turn; ST i−k
i−1 represents the dialog subtask tags for utterances i · · · 1
to i · · · k; and DAi−k
i−1 represents the dialog act tags
for utterances i · · · 1 to i · · · k.
In a second stage, the dialog subtask is determined from the lexical information, the dialog act
computed according to Eq.(1), and the dialog context, as shown in Eq.(2).

ST ui

= argmax P (s
su ∈S

u

i−k i−k
|DAui , cui , ST i−k
i−1 , DAi−1 , ci−1 )

(2)
where the diﬀerent variables have been explained for the previous equations.
In our proposal, we consider static and dynamic
features to estimate the conditional distributions
shown in Eq.(1) and Eq.(2). Dynamic features include the dialog act and the task/subtask. Static
features include the words in each utterance, the dialog acts in each utterance,and predicate-arguments
in each utterance. All pieces of information are computed from corpora using n-grams, that is, computing the frequency of the combination of the n previous words, dialog acts, or predicate-arguments in the
user turn.
The conditional distributions shown in Eq.(1)
and Eq.(2) can be estimated by means of the general
technique of choosing the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) distribution that properly estimates the average
of each feature in the training data.6 This can be
written as a Gibbs distribution parameterized with
weights λ as Eq.(3) shows, where V is the size of the
label set, X denotes the distribution of dialog acts
or subtasks (DAui or ST ui ) and Φ denotes the vector
of the described static and dynamic features used for
the user turns from i − 1 · · · i − k.
eλsti ·ϕ

P (X = sti |ϕ) = ∑V

st=1

eλsti ·ϕ

eλy ·ϕ
1
=
′
·ϕ
λ
·ϕ
λ
y
y
e
+e
1 + e−λy ·ϕ
(4)
where λy is the parameter vector for the antilabel y and λ′y = λy − λy .
P (y|ϕ) = 1 − P (y|ϕ) =

3.2.

Interaction Management

Considering the representation of dialogs as the sequence of pairs (Ai , Ui ) described in the previous
subsection, at time i, the objective of the dialog manager is to ﬁnd the best system answer Ai . This selection is a local process for each time i and takes into
account the previous history of the dialog:
Âi = argmax P (Ai |S1 , · · · , Si−1 )
Ai ∈A

where set A contains all the possible system answers.
Following Eq.(5), the dialog manager selects the
next system response taking into account the sequence of previous pairs (Ai , Ui ). The main problem
to resolve this equation is usually the large number
of possible sequences of states. To solve the problem,
we deﬁne a data structure in order to establish a partition in this space, i.e., in the history of the dialog
preceding time i). This data structure, which we call
Interaction Register (IR), contains the following information: i) sequence of user dialog acts provided by
the user throughout the previous history of the dialog (i.e., the output of the SLU module); ii) predicted
user dialog act, generated by means of Eq.(1).
After applying these considerations and establishing the equivalence relation in the histories of
the dialogs, the selection of the best Ai is given by
Eq.(6).
Âi = argmax P (Ai |IRi−1 , Si−1 )

(3)

Such calculation outperforms other state of the
art approaches,6 as it increases the speed of training and makes possible to deal with large data sets.
Each of the classes can be encoded as a bit vector
such that, in the vector corresponding to each class,
the ith bit is one and all other bits are zero. Then, V one-versus-other binary classiﬁers are used as Eq.(4)
shows.

(5)

Ai ∈A

(6)

Each user turn supplies the system with information about the task; i.e., the user asks for a speciﬁc
concept and/or provides speciﬁc values for certain
attributes (e.g., to obtain timetables from a speciﬁc
origin and destination in a bus information system).
However, a user turn can also provide other kinds
of information, such as task-independent information
(e.g., Aﬃrmation, Negation, and Not-Understood dialog acts). This kind of information implies some decisions which are diﬀerent from simply updating the
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IRi−1 . Hence, for the selection of the best system
response Ai , we take into account the IR from turn
1 to turn i − 1, and we explicitly consider the last
state Si−1 .
For the dialog manager to determine the next
system answer, we have assumed that the exact values of the task-dependent attributes are not significant. They are important for accessing data repositories and for constructing the output sentences of
the system. However, the only information necessary
to predict the next system action is the presence or
absence of concepts and attributes (i.e. whether each
relevant piece of information has been correctly provided or not). Therefore, the codiﬁcation we use for
this information in the IR is in terms of three values,
{0, 1, 2}, according to the following criteria:

sponses (i.e., system actions) as it has been
previously described.
• Interaction register (IRi−1 ): As previously
stated, the interaction register includes taskdependent user dialog acts and the prediction of the current user dialog act and subtask. Each one of the task-dependent user
dialog acts can take the values {0, 1, 2} and
then be modeled using a variable with three
bits. The prediction of the current user dialog act is modeled using a variable, which
has as many bits as possible user responses
(N ).
3

⃗xj = (xj1 , xj2 , xj3 ) ∈ {0, 1} j = 2, · · · , N + 1
⃗xN +2 = (x11 , x12 , x13 , · · · , x1N ) ∈ {0, 1}

• (0) The concept is unknown or the value of
the attribute is not given;
• (1) the concept or attribute is known with a
conﬁdence score that is higher than a given
threshold. To decide whether the state of a
certain value in the IR is 1 or 2, the system employs conﬁdence measures provided
by the ASR and SLU modules.103
• (2) the concept or attribute has a conﬁdence
score that is lower than the given threshold.
We propose to solve Eq.(6) by approximating
this equation by a learned function. To do this, every dialog situation is classiﬁed taking into account
a set of classes C, in which a class contains all the sequences that provide the same set of system actions
(responses). The objective of the dialog manager at
each moment is to select a class of this set c ∈ C,
so that the system answer is the one associated with
the selected class. The input of the classiﬁers for each
speciﬁc dialog subtask holds a codiﬁcation of the input pair (IRi−1 , Si−1 ). The representation deﬁned
for this pair is as follows:
• Last system response (Ai−1 ): This information is modeled using a variable, which has
as many bits as possible system responses
(C).
C

⃗x1 = (x11 , x12 , x13 , · · · , x1C ) ∈ {0, 1}

where C is the number of possible system rea

http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net
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N

• Task-independent information (Aﬃrmation,
Negation, and Not-Understood dialog acts):
These three dialog acts have been coded
with the same codiﬁcation used for the taskdependent information in the IR; that is,
each one of these three dialog acts can take
the values {0, 1, 2}. This information is modeled using three variables with three bits.
(
)
⃗xj = xj1 , xj2 , xj3 ∈ {0, 1}3 j = N +3, · · · , N +6

4.

Practical application: the Let’s Go
spoken dialog system

Let’s Go is a spoken dialog system developed by the
Carnegie Mellon University to provide bus schedule
information in Pittsburgh at hours when the Port
Authority phones are not carried out by operators
(7pm to 7am on weekdays and 6pm to 7am on weekends). The information provided by the system covers a subset of 5 routes and 559 bus stops.
The system has had many users since it was
made available for the general public in 2005, with
more than 20,000 calls collected just from March to
December of 2005,83 so there is a substantial dataset
that can be used to train a dialog model. In addition,
this large amount of data from spoken interactions
has been acquired with real callers, rather than lab
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testers. The system integrates the RavenClaw dialog manager,10 the Sphinx 2 speech recognition enginea and a domain-speciﬁc voice built with the Festival/Festvox toolkit and deployed on the Cepstral
Swift engineb .
In a study carried out after the ﬁrst two operative years of the system,84 the average daily call
traﬃc for the past year oscillated between 40 and 60.
The average length of dialogs was 14 turns. However
the distribution of dialog turn lengths was bi-modal,
with a ﬁrst peak at 0 turns (10% of the dialogs) and
a second one around 10 turns. Complete dialogs have
a 79% dialog success rate. Typical failures detected
in the dialogs included system wrongly interrupting
its turn (52.0% of calls), system failing to take a turn
(47.1% of calls), system failing to yield a turn on user
barge-in (43.1% of calls), system taking an extra turn
(39.2% of calls), and system wrongly barging in on
user (15.7% of calls). At the end of April 2015, the
number of calls is typically averaging 40 calls during
weekdays and 100 calls during weekends. The current
version of the dialog system provides an estimated
dialog success of 75.11% with an average number of
12.24 turns, with a relatively large standard deviation of 11.5 turns.65
Figure 2 shows an example of a dialog extracted
from the Let’s Go corpus.32 Each call to the system starts with a welcome message that prompts the
user to make a request. Then, the system waits for
the user’s response and grabs concepts such as question type (e.g., When is the next bus to X?, How can
I go from X to Y? ) or departure and arrival times
and places. To be successful, calls require three or
four pieces of information from the user: a departure stop, a destination, a travel time, and, optionally a bus route. Stops can be speciﬁed in one of
three ways: the nearest intersection to the stop (e.g.,
Forbes [Avenue] at Murray [Avenue]), a neighborhood (e.g., Oakland), or a landmark or other point
of interest (Pittsburgh International Airport, Waterworks Mall). The system explicitly prompts the user
to provide the missing information to complete the
query. Once the system has the required information to answer the user’s query, it submits a query
to the database, presents the results to the user, and
prompts for a new query.

b

http://www.cepstral.com

System: Welcome to the Pittsburgh bus information line. You
can say start over anytime. Where are you going to take your
bus from?
User: Hi yeah I want to go from McKeesport
System: Sure. Where do you want to go?
User: Duquesne.
System: Did you mean Duquesne?
User: Yes
System: At what time do you want to take it? Say next bus
or a time for example 8.40pm.
User: Around 4.15pm
System: I’m going to search for buses around 4.15pm.
Is that OK?
User: Yes.
System: On which day?
User: Today
System: I have found one bus. It is at 4.15pm. There is a bus
number 61C from McKeesport. It will arrive in Duquesne at
4.21pm.
System: Is there anything else I can do for you?
User: No thanks
System: Thanks for calling. Good bye!

Fig. 2.
corpus

Example of dialog extracted from the Let’s Go

In 2009, a corpus of 338 dialogs acquired with
real users was distributed among the scientiﬁc community as a common testbed for the 2010 Spoken
Dialog Challenge (SDC) initiative.9 The aim of the
Challenge was to bring together multiple implementations of the same dialog task and deploy them
in uncontrolled real user conditions. Diﬀerent statistical and rule-based methodologies were employed
for the development of these implementations. For
instance, the AT&T Let’s Go system110 incorporates the AT&T Statistical Dialog Toolkit (ASDT),
which tracks a distribution over many dialog states
in real time, and regression-based conﬁdence scores,
which are trained on a corpus of in-domain recognitions. The BUDSLETSGO system integrates a universal statistical language model for speech recognition, and a POMDP-based dialog manager that
maintains a full probability distribution over all possible user goals and provides mixed-initiative.102 Selfridge et al. presented an Incremental Interaction
Manager approach that also supports the simple integration of incremental speech recognition results
with POMDP-based dialog managers.94 Hastie et al.
presented an implementation based on the Information State Update (ISU) approach and deployed on
the VoiceXML industry standard.32
We have chosen the Let’s Go task to evaluate
our proposal for several reasons. Firstly, the corpus
available was gathered from a real task in an oper-
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ative dialog system that provided its service to real
users. This poses a challenge to build realistic user
models and ﬁnd new dialog strategies that are at
least as good as the hand-crafted system. Secondly,
Let’s Go is a common ground for experimentation
and evaluation within the dialog system community,
which therefore makes our results directly comparable to the alternatives presented by other authors,
and this is why it has been intensively used by researchers in the last years.91, 9, 110, 32
With regard the semantic representation deﬁned
for the task, the system uses a set of user dialog
acts that has been classiﬁed into 16 categories following the criteria described in.102 A total of 16 categories of user dialog acts were deﬁned. Four of the
dialog acts are used to model where the user is leaving from (monument, pair of road names, neighborhood, or stop). The four dialog acts used for modeling the place of arrival are similar. Six dialog acts are
used for describing the user’s required time of travel
(next bus or speciﬁc times). The meth node describes
whether the user is asking for a bus with some constraints, is ﬁnished or wants to restart. The dialog act
disc models how the user issues “discourse” actions,
which relate to only one turn in a dialog.
A total of 36 system dialog acts were deﬁned.
These dialog acts can also be classiﬁed into 5 groups:
formal (dialog formalities like “welcome”), results
(presentation of search results), queries (request for
values to ﬁll slots), statusreports (when the system
reports about its status, e.g. “looking up database”),
error (error messages), and instructions (instructions to the user how to speak to the system). Table
1 show diﬀerent examples of the user and system dialog acts deﬁned to represent semantic information
in the Let’s Go task.

Table
1. Diﬀerent
examples
of
the
tic
interpretation
deﬁned
for
Let’s

semanGo

User dialog acts
I want to go from McKeesport
PlaceInformation/DeparturePlace/stop name/covered place
Around 4.15pm
TimeInformation/time range/time/hour
What about the previous bus?
RequestType/BusBeforeThatRequest
System dialog acts
Welcome to the CMU Let’s Go bus information system
(Welcome)
Where do you want to go?
(Query.departure place)
Leaving from OAKLAND. Is this correct?
(Confirm.departure place)
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The diﬀerent objectives of the dialogs for the
Spoken Dialog Challenge were labeled in the corpus by considering the diﬀerent places and times
for which the users required information (from
one to ﬁve), users’ requirements about previous
and next buses, number of uncovered places, and
possible system failures. The diﬀerent combinations of these parameters in the corpus lead to
the deﬁnition of 38 diﬀerent objectives. The dialogs were also divided into 10 subtasks (welcome,
ask for query, ask for attribute, conﬁrm query, conﬁrm attribute, looking up database, provide results,
provide instructions, query error, and goodbye).
In order to successfully use neural networks as
classiﬁers, a number of considerations had to be
taken into account, such as the network topology, the
training algorithm, and the selection of the parameters of the algorithm. Diﬀerent experiments were
conducted using diﬀerent network topologies of increasing number of weights: a hidden layer with 2
units, two hidden layers of 2 units each, two hidden layers of 4 and 2 units, a hidden layer with
4 units, etc. Several learning algorithms were also
tested: the incremental version of the backpropagation algorithm (with and without momentum term)
and the quickprop algorithm. The inﬂuence of their
parameters such as learning rate or momentum term
was also studied.
To train and evaluate the neural networks, we
used the April toolkit.22 We ﬁrstly tested the inﬂuence of the topology of the MLP, by training different MLPs of increasing number of weights using
the standard backpropagation algorithm (with a sigmoid activation function and a learning rate equal to
0.2), and selecting the best topology according to the
mean square error (MSE) of the validation data. The
minimum MSE value was achieved using an MLP of
one hidden layer of 32 units. We followed our experimentation with MLPs of this topology, training
MLPs with several algorithms. The best result on the
validation data was obtained using the MLP trained
with the standard backpropagation algorithm and a
value of LR equal to 0.3.
The good operation of the MLP is also fostered
in our approach by determining beforehand the value
of several input features (e.g., predicted current user
dialog act and subtask) by means of the process described in Section 3.1, thus reducing the number of
input features for the MLP with respect to state-of-
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the-art approaches. The Let’s Go task considers up
to 455 diﬀerent values for the task-dependent user
dialog acts. Our codiﬁcation of the features using
only 3 values (0, 1, 2) makes it possible to reduce
the dimensionality of the problem making the dialog
manager more eﬃcient and scalable, and suitable for
complex application domains.
5.

Evaluation

As explained in the previous section, our approach
incorporates a module that predicts the user intention, which is then forwarded to the dialog manager
as another input feature. This is why we have evaluated our proposal with the Let’s Go dialog system using two experiments: the ﬁrst one evaluates whether
the user modeling module is able to produce realistic
user behaviors (Section 5.1), and the second experiment evaluates the appropriateness of the decision
of the dialog manager computed considering the user
model (Section 5.2).
5.1.

Evaluation of the user modeling
module

The main objective of the ﬁrst experiment is to assess
the proposed methodology for user modeling. To do
this, we applied our proposal to build a user model
trained with the initial corpus of 338 dialogs. Then
it was used to acquire a second corpus of 1,000 simulated dialogs by means of its interaction with the
initial version of the Let’s Go dialog system (DM 1 ).
Since user models are built to replace human
users, a good user model should be able to replicate human user behaviors. Under this assumption,
assessing the user model usually consists in a subjective assessment of the realism of the simulated user or
measuring the similarity to real user behavior based
on more formal criteria.
In order to avoid biases, we selected to use objective criteria and computed a large set of dialog
parameters that characterize the real and simulated
dialogs. Then, we employed a technique called subspace clustering106 with which we studied whether
the clustering algorithm was able to ﬁnd signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between the simulated and real users,
which would indicate that the simulated users behave in a signiﬁcant diﬀerent way with respect to
the real users. By means of this particular clustering
technique it is not necessary to reduce the dimen-

sionality of the space beforehand unlike other stateof-the-art approaches, which would lead to a loss of
valuable information.53
Table 2 shows the features computed for the
1,338 dialogs acquired for the Let’s Go task. For each
one of the 5 groups of system dialog acts the counts
and percentages of each group were calculated as new
parameters. For our experiments we have employed
the PROCLUS projected clustering algorithm, which
detects all the possible clusters in all subspaces. The
algorithm builds the clusters taking into account different subsets of the attributes and assigns each dialog to a unique cluster. To do so, we used Opensubspace,76 an implementation of the algorithm that can
be integrated into the Weka machine learning tool.
Table 2.

Features computed for the two kinds of dialogs

numExchanges

percConfirm
meanReasks
and maxReasks
numNoMatches,
percNoMatches
numNoInputs,
percNoInputs
meanAVPs

successDial

SysActPUserAct

Number of exchanges between user and
system. An exchange is comprised of a
system turn and the successive user turn,
where the user turn can be empty (e.g.
no-input or when the end of a dialog is
reached).
Percentage of confirmation dialog acts.
mean and maximum re-asks.
Number and percentage of no-matches

Number and percentage of no-inputs
Mean number of concepts provided in the
user utterances. A concept can be a value
for a slot, a logical (yes/no), a DTMF
(Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency) signal, navigation keywords such as next bus, help requests or a dialog ending action. The total
number of concepts is divided by the number of exchanges in the dialog to obtain the
mean.
Task success, determined automatically by
checking if the objective of the dialog was
reached.
Number of system turns in a dialog divided
by the total number of concepts provided
by the user.

Table 3 shows the 4 clusters generated. As can
be observed, diﬀerent features have been chosen for
each cluster, and thus there are 4-dimensional and
bidimensional subspaces. The features selected are
mainly related to situations in the dialog which diﬀer
from the optimal, such as out-of-vocabulary inputs,
silences, number of error messages, percentage of error messages and the percentage of presentation of
results.
We have carried out a statistical study of the
parameters per cluster computing their maximum,
minimum, average and standard deviation (Table 4
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shows average values). The study reveals that the dialogs in cluster 1 and cluster 2 (82.21% of the corpus)
usually reached their objective, sometimes with the
use of re-asks and other techniques in order to solve
the possible errors in the input.
Table 3.

Results of the subspace clustering for Let’s Go

Cluster (dimensions): relevant features
0 (4D): numNoInputs, percNoInputs, successDial, percResults
1 (4D): percNoInputs, meanAVP, numError,
percError
2 (2D): numNoMatches, numNoInputs
3 (2D): percNoInputs, percResults

Dialogs
59
861
239
29

Cluster 1 is comprised of dialogs with no error system dialog acts and with the lowest mean
number of concepts provided in each user utterance,
while cluster 2 is comprised of dialogs in which the
speech understanding phase has an optimal behavior
as there are no no-matches and no no-inputs. Cluster
0 and cluster 3 hold the longest dialogs, the case of
cluster 3 is peculiar as it holds the dialogs (2.16% of
the corpus) with a higher number of no-inputs.
Table 4.

Average value of the interaction parameters

Parameters
numExchanges
percConfirm
numNoMatches
numNoInputs
meanAVPs
successDial
sysActPerUserAct
meanReasks
maxReasks
percNoMatches
percNoInputs

Clus. 0
18.10
0.62
3.61
0.00
1.03
1.00
1.76
1.28
2.78
0.18
0.00

Clus. 1
9.76
0.59
0.40
0.00
1.00
0.97
2.12
1.09
1.56
0.03
0.00

Clus. 2
9.69
0.57
0.00
0.00
0.99
0.46
2.33
1.15
1.69
0.00
0.00

Clus. 3
30.14
0.66
10.52
0.04
1.04
1.00
1.53
1.58
4.24
0.03
0.01

Dialog acts
numFormal
numResults
numQueries
numStatusReports
numError
numInstructions
percFormal
percResults
percQueries
percStatusReports
percError
percInstructions

Clus. 0
1.19
1.81
13.78
8.39
1.02
3.39
0.08
0.10
0.78
0.46
0.06
0.20

Clus. 1
1.12
1.43
7.99
5.15
0.00
2.31
0.13
0.15
0.82
0.53
0.00
0.25

Clus. 2
1.08
1.13
6.97
5.22
1.06
2.09
0.19
0.07
0.62
0.42
0.26
0.27

Clus. 3
1.03
1.59
22.41
10.73
3.24
4.17
0.05
0.05
0.76
0.04
0.10
0.15

Clusters 1 and 2 were mainly built based on the
simulated data, whereas the real data contributed
mostly to clusters 0 and 3. This shows that the features used to deﬁne the subspaces for those clusters
might indicate a diﬀerence in the behavior of the simulated and real dialogs. Concretely the number of no
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inputs seems to be relevant, as the presence of such
behavior is not common in the simulated dialogs. In
any case, as shown in Table 4 the number of no inputs (numNoInputs and percNoInputs parameters)
is very reduced, also these situations represent the
most uncommon human user behaviors as cluster 3
only contains 2.16% of the dialogs considered. Thus,
we can conclude that the simulated users rendered a
realistic behavior which was in most cases not distinguishable from the real users.
5.2.

Evaluation of the complete
framework

In the second experiment we assessed the appropriateness of the dialog manager decisions taking into
account also the result of the user modeling module.
A 5-fold cross-validation process was used to carry
out the evaluation. The initial corpus of 338 dialogs
was randomly split into ﬁve subsets of 1,817 samples (20% of the corpus). Our experiment consisted
of ﬁve trials. Each trial used a diﬀerent subset taken
from the ﬁve subsets as the test set, and the remaining 80% of the corpus was used as the training set
for the user and dialog models. A validation subset
(20%) was extracted from each training set.
Each sample in the corpus code a dialog state
and the corresponding system response (i.e., dialog
act) annotated in the corpus. As described in the
previous section, dialog states are represented as a
pair (IRi−1 , Si−1 ). This pair consists of a total number of 21 features deﬁned for the Let’s Go task:
the last system response (Ai−1 ), 17 features corresponding to the Interaction Register IRi−1 (predicted current user dialog act and 16 task-dependent
user dialog acts), and 3 features corresponding to the
task-independent information (Aﬃrmation, Negation, and Not-Understood dialog acts).
From our previous work on statistical dialog
management,29 we propose three measures to evaluate the quality of the responses selected by the statistical dialog manager. These measures are calculated
by comparing the answer automatically generated by
the statistical dialog manager (DM 2 ) for each sample in the test partition with regard to the reference
answer annotated in the corpus (DM 1 ). This way,
the evaluation is carried out turn by turn. Thus, the
aim is not to evaluate the complete dialog as a unit,
but to assess the appropriateness of the dialog manager response for each sample in the test partition
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(i.e., current situations of the dialog). The three measures used for the described evaluation are: i) Matching: the percentage of responses provided by the dialog manager that are equal to the reference answer
in the corresponding turn of the test corpus; ii) Coherence: the percentage of answers provided by the
dialog manager that are coherent with the current
state of the dialog although they are not necessarily
the same that the reference answer; iii) Error : the
percentage of answers provided by the dialog manager that would cause the failure of the dialog.
The measure Matching is automatically calculated, evaluating whether the responses provided by
DM1 and DM2 are the same. The calculation of the
Coherence and Error measures requires expert annotation of the corpus. Thus, to decide about coherence of system responses, we asked three annotators
to answer the following question: “Given the current
dialog state: does it make sense that the system generates this response?”. They were also advised about
considering user’s adaptation as an important criterion to answer the question. The responses labeled as
Error correspond to those that have not been considered coherent.
Table 5 shows the results of the proposed evaluation that compared the initial dialog manager for
the Let’s Go system (DM 1 ) and the dialog manager
developed using our proposal (DM 2 ). The values
obtained for the matching and coherence measures
show that the DM 2 dialog manager deviates from
the initial dialog model and provides new valid paths
to achieve each one of the required objectives deﬁned
in each task. This way, exact matches between DM 1
and DM 2 were reduced while coherence increased,
as most of the non-matching responses were coherent and thus acceptable for the task.
Table 5. Evaluation results of the DMs
developed for the Let’s Go system
DM 1

Matching
93.28%

Coherence
94.52%

Error
5.48%

DM 2

81.22%

97.94%

2.37%

A deeper study of the system responses provided by both dialog managers showed that DM 2
by considering the information provided by the user
model was able to tackle new situations and generate new coherent answers for the situations already
present in the initial corpus. Also it could avoid pre-

viously detected errors anticipating the user’s intention and was better prepared for future user’s actions
being able to disambiguate between diﬀerent alternatives for the user’s dialog acts at each turn. Also,
the initial system for the task was designed to be
strongly system-directed, with the use of closed system prompts to limit the variability of possible user
responses after each one of them. Also, each concept
is explicitly conﬁrmed by means of a speciﬁc system
response for each one of them without considering
the conﬁdence scores provided by the ASR module.
As described in,65, 9 this makes the pace of the dialog somewhat slow and, even without recognition
errors, expert users might ﬁnd it frustrating to have
to provide and conﬁrm one concept at a time.
The proposed codiﬁcation of the information in
the Interaction Register described in Subsection 3.2
allows considering the annotated reliability of each
one of the information pieces provided by the user
for a better selection of the next system action. The
detected decrease in the average number of turns is
also associated to the selection of system responses
that are diﬀerent to the one annotated in the corpus
(Matching measure), but were considered coherent
with the current state of the dialog (Coherence measure) and allows to achieve the objective(s) of the
dialog in a less number of turns. Moreover, the codiﬁcation developed to represent the state of the dialog
and the good operation of the MLP classiﬁers make
it possible for the number of responses that cause the
failure of the system to be only 2.37% for the DM 2
dialog manager, instead of the initial 5.48% in DM 1 .
With respect to the dialog style features, we
measured the balance between diﬀerent types of system dialog acts using DM1 and DM2 . The results,
showed in Table 6, indicate that using DM2 there
was an increment in the number of system turns
that actually provide information to the user, which
is consistent with the fact that the task completion
rate is higher using our dialog manager.
In addition, we grouped all user and system dialog acts into “goal-directed” (actions to provide or
request information) and “grounding” actions (dialog formalities, unrecognized actions, conﬁrmations,
and negations). The results in Table 7 show that the
dialogs acquired with DM2 are better as the proportion of goal-directed actions increases for this system.
The increase in the number of goal-directed actions
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using our proposal is also related to the described
deviation of the initial dialog strategy.
Table 6. Percentages of
system dialog acts using DM1 and DM2
S
S
S
S

Confirm
Request
Inform
Other

DM1
39.16
20.08
40.39
0.37

DM2
35.08
18.34
46.37
0.21

With regard a literature comparison between
the proposed methodology and the diﬀerent studies
carried out using the Let’s Go dialog system, as far as
we are concerned, there are not previous studies that
have developed user models for the task. The initial
version of the system provided complete dialogs with
a 79% success rate with an average length of a dialog
of 14 turns and a minimum number of 6 necessary
conﬁrmations.84 This produced an average percentage of grounding actions of 38.42 and a value of 42.86
for the S Conﬁrm measure. The version of the system
presented in65 provides a 77.64% success rate with an
average number of turns of 11.47. With regard a version of the system developed by means of the DUDE
development,32 the 62% of calls reached the stage of
presenting results to the user. Of these calls, 61%
gave fully correct information to the users, and 74%
were correct with respect to the route information.
The results of the evaluation of the diﬀerent versions
of the system that participated at the 2010 Spoken Dialog Challenge are compiled in.102 The four
systems described in this paper respectively provide
success rates of 64.8 ± 5.0, 37.7 ± 6.2, 89.3 ± 3.6, and
74.7 ± 4.8.
Table
7. Percentages
of
goal
directed
and
grounding
actions using DM1 and DM2
Goal-directed actions
Grounding actions

5.3.

DM1
73.16
26.84

DM2
79.12
20.88

Evaluation with real users

To assess the beneﬁts of our proposal, we have ﬁnally developed two systems for the Let’s Go task:
the baseline and the user-adapted systems. The baseline system does not carry out any adaptation to the
user, while the user-adapted system incorporates our
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proposal as described in Figure 1. The main objective of this evaluation is to assess our proposal with
real users and on-line conditions.
In order to do so, 30 recruited users participated
in the evaluation, aged 21 to 69 (mean 37.2), 69%
male. A total of 120 dialogs was recorded from the
interactions of the recruited users, 15 users employed
the user-adapted system and 15 users employed the
baseline version of the system. The users were provided with a brochure describing the scenarios that
they were asked to complete and main functionalities
of the system. A total of 38 scenarios was deﬁned to
consider the deﬁnition of diﬀerent dialog objectives
for the Let’s Go task described in the previous section. Thus, each scenario speciﬁed a set of objectives
that had to be fulﬁlled by the user at the end of the
dialog and they were designed to include and combine the complete set of functionalities previously described for the system. An objective (Section 5.3.1)
and subjective (Section 5.3.2) evaluations were carried out.

5.3.1. Objective evaluation
We considered the following high-level measures for
the objective evaluation: i) Dialog success rate; ii)
Dialog length: average number of turns per dialog,
number of turns of the shortest dialog, number of
turns of the longest dialog, and number of turns of
the most observed dialog; iii) Diﬀerent dialogs: percentage of diﬀerent dialogs with respect to the total number of dialogs, and number of repetitions of
the most observed dialog; iv) Turn length: average
number of actions per turn; v) Participant activity:
number of turns in the most observed, shortest and
longest dialogs; v) Conﬁrmation rate, computed as
the ratio between the number of explicit conﬁrmation turns and the total number of turns in the dialog; and vi) Error correction rate, computed as the
number of errors detected and corrected by the dialog manager divided by the total number of errors.
Table 8 presents the results of the objective evaluation. As can be observed, both systems could interact correctly with the users in most cases. However,
the user-adapted system obtained a higher success
rate, improving the initial results by a value of 5%
absolute. Using the user-adapted system, the average
number of required turns is also reduced from 12.1
to 9.3.
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These results show that improving the dialog
strategy made it possible to reduce the number of
necessary system actions to attain the dialog goals
for the diﬀerent tasks. In addition, the results show
a higher variability in the dialogs generated with the
user-adapted system as there was a higher percentage of diﬀerent dialogs and the most observed dialog
was less repeated. There was also a slight increment
in the mean values of the turn length for the dialogs
collected with the user-adapted system due to the
better selection of the system actions in the improved
strategy.
The conﬁrmation and error correction rates were
also improved by using the user-adapted system as
it required less data from the user, thus reducing the
number of ASR errors. A problem occurred when the
user input was misrecognized but it had high conﬁdence score, in which case it was forwarded to the
dialog manager. However, as the success rate shows,
this problem did not have a remarkable impact on
system performance.
Table 8. High-level dialog measures obtained for
the user-adapted and baseline systems. Dialog success rate (M1 ), Average number of turns per dialog (M2 ), Percentage of diﬀerent dialogs (M3 ), Repetitions of the most observed dialog (M4 ), Average number of actions per turn (M5 ), Number of
user turns of the most observed dialog (M6 ), Conﬁrmation rate (M7 ), Error correction rate (M8 )
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8

Baseline system
89.0%
12.1
77.8%
6
1.2
5
39%
0.88%

User-adapted system
94.0%
9.3
87.2%
3
1.5
4
36%
0.93%

5.3.2. Subjective evaluation
One of the ultimate goals of designing and building spoken dialog systems is the optimization of the
caller experience. This way, we also asked the users
to complete a questionnaire to assess their subjective
opinion about the system performance. The questionnaire had six questions: i) Q1: How well did the
system understand you? ; ii)Q2: How well did you understand the system messages? ; iii) Q3: Was it easy
for you to get the requested information? ; iv) Q4:

Was the interaction with the system quick enough? ;
v) Q5: If there were system errors, was it easy for
you to correct them? ; vi) Q6: In general, are you
satisﬁed with the performance of the system? The
possible answers for each one of the questions were
the same: Never/Not at all, Seldom/In some measure, Sometimes/Acceptably, Usually/Well, and Always/Very Well. All the answers were assigned a numeric value between one and ﬁve (in the same order
as they appear in the questionnaire). Table 9 shows
the average results of the subjective evaluation using
the described questionnaire.
Table 9. Results of the subjective evaluation
with recruited users (1 = lowest, 5 = highest)
Baseline
system
User-adapted
system

4.5

4.5

4.1

4.0

3.6

4.3

4.6

4.6

4.7

4.6

4.0

4.7

It can be observed that using either the useradapted or the baseline system the users perceived
that the system understood them correctly. Moreover, they expressed a similar opinion regarding the
easiness for correcting system errors. However, users
said that it was easier to obtain the information
speciﬁed for the diﬀerent objectives using the useradapted system, and that the interaction with the
system was more adequate with this dialog manager.
Finally, the users were more satisﬁed with the system
employing the user-adapted system.
6.

Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have contributed a framework that
can be used to develop adaptive spoken dialog systems. Our proposal is based on the deﬁnition of a
statistical methodology for user modeling that anticipates the next user turn during the dialog and
makes it possible to adapt the system dynamically
to the speciﬁc subtasks and user’s needs. To do this,
a statistical dialog model based on neural networks
selects the next system response taking into account
the prediction of the user’s intention and the history
of the dialog up to the current dialog state.
Our methodology for dialog management is
based on the estimation of a statistical dialog model
from the sequences of the system and user dialog
acts and the prediction of the user’s intention (pre-
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dicted next user dialog act). The complete history of
the dialog is considered to determine the next system answer. The codiﬁcation of the information and
the deﬁnition of a data structure which takes into
account the data supplied by the user throughout
the dialog makes possible to isolate task-dependent
knowledge and apply our proposal to real practical
domains.
We have shown that our domain-independent
approach is scalable and can help to reduce the dimensionality of complex slot-ﬁlling domains with a
high number of input parameters. Besides, it can also
be used in more open-ended situations in which the
user responses are less predictable and the system
must take into account additional sources of information. These information sources can be considered
transparently in our approach as an additional feature for the selection of the next system action. The
proposed classiﬁcation process to select the next system response allows to generate generalizable dialog
models, which can deal with unseen situations, that
is, situations that may occur during the dialog and
that were not considered during training.
Our proposal allows to build user-adapted spoken dialog systems that exhibit more robust performance, improved portability, better scalability and
easier adaptation to other tasks. However, model
construction and parameterization is dependent on
expert knowledge, and the success of statistical approaches is dependent on the quality and coverage
of the models and data used for training. Moreover,
the training data must be correctly labeled for the
learning process. The size of currently available annotated dialog corpora is usually too small to sufﬁciently explore the vast space of possible dialog
states and strategies. Collecting a corpus with real
users and annotating it requires considerable time
and eﬀort. To address these problems, researchers
have proposed alternative techniques that facilitate
the acquisition and labeling of corpora (e.g., Wizard
of Oz,56 bootstrapping,23 active learning,64 and user
simulation66 ).
We have provided a complete implementation of
our framework for the Let’s Go dialog system, a dialog system that has been widely used in the scientiﬁc
community for dialog evaluation. With regard to the
assessment of the proposed user modeling technique,
we have shown that the user model resembles the real
user behaviors in the majority of the dialogs consid-
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ered, and thus can be used as a reliable input to
the dialog manager. With respect to the assessment
of the compute proposed framework integrating the
dialog manager and the user modeling module, the
results show that the number of coherent responses
provided by the statistical dialog manager increases
with respect to the baseline, while the number of
responses that lead to dialog failure decreases. The
dialog manager also improves the conﬁrmation and
error correction rates for the diﬀerent tasks.
For future work we plan to apply the proposed
technique to other tasks in order to see whether it can
be used for comparison between several user models and dialog management techniques. We also intend to extend the evaluation of the system considering user proﬁles and satisfaction measures that complement the proposed adaptation and the statistical
measures employed.
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